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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies are offered as trimester programmes at Technical 
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) colleges (public and private), correctional service centres 
and schools. Examinations in these programmes are conducted in April, August and November. 
The examinations are administered and managed by the Department of Higher Education and 
Training (DHET). Umalusi is only responsible for the quality assurance of the assessment of N2 and 
N3. 

All the question papers were set nationally by the DHET. During the examinations, the DHET 
distributed (in most cases) question papers via courier to nodal points, from where the surrounding 
colleges/campuses collected them. The colleges/campuses had to return the answer scripts within 
60 minutes after the stipulated finishing time of the examination session. The drawing subjects were 
written during the first week of the examination either in the morning or afternoon sessions. All the 
other August 2016 examinations were written during the morning sessions, starting at 9:00.  

The marking models followed were a decentralised (provincial) marking for N2 and centralised 
(national) for most of the N3 subjects. The marking centres were the same as in April 2016. The 
N2 marking guidelines were standardised by panels made up of the chief markers from three 
provinces (Gauteng, North West and Mpumalanga) and the internal moderator of Gauteng, after 
which they were distributed electronically to the provincial marking centres.  

A total of 272 422 N2 and N3 subject (instructional offering) enrolments were registered for this 
examination. Table 1 indicates the total number of N2 and N3 subject enrolments for the NATED 
examinations, since the decision to continue with the NATED programmes in August 2011.

Table 1A: N2 and N3 subject/instructional offering enrolments per trimester for the period August 2011–
August 2016

Examination Subject enrolments
August 2011 38 720
November 2011 48 449
April 2012 64 011
August 2012 84 410
November 2012 78 265
April 2013 53 306
August 2013 106 803
November 2013 99 078
April 2014 91 320
August 2014 129 711
November 2014 138 137
April 2015 213 584
August 2015 114 694
November 2015 257 565
April 2016 213 271
August 2016 272 422
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The information in Table 1A makes it evident that enrolments have increased over most of the 
examination periods.

Table 1B indicates the N2 and N3 enrolments per year for the NATED examinations since the 
reintroduction of the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies in August 2011. Table 1A clearly 
reflects the significant increase in enrolments from one year to the next.

Table 1B: Combined N2 and N3 subject/instructional offering enrolments per year

Examination April August November Total subject 
enrolments per 

year
2011 31 644 38 720 48 449 118 813
2012 64 011 84 410 78 265 226 686
2013 53 306 106 803 99 078 259187
2014 91 320 129 711 138 137 359 168
2015 213 584 114 694 257 565 585 843
2016 213 271 272 422

As repeatedly reported in the past, the implementation of the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering 
Studies present numerous challenges, of which the prevalent concerns include:

• Outdated syllabi;
• No requirement for exposure to practical component to develop skills;
• A limited staff component offers a wide variety of subjects at different levels at some of the 

colleges (e.g. a total of 44 of the 53 N2 and N3 subjects on offer);
• Lack of capacity for effective tuition (i.e. not qualified as educators);
• Candidates who are registered for examinations through other centres (i.e. not at the site 

of teaching and learning);
• Writing of examinations at “Legacy” examination centres, that is colleges that are not 

accredited, only accredited to offer N4-N6 or in some cases have never applied to be 
accredited by Umalusi; and

• High percentage of candidates enrolled who do not sit for the examinations.
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2 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

The purpose of this report is to provide feedback on the processes followed by Umalusi in the quality 
assurance of the August 2016 NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies examination. The report 
also reflects on the findings, areas of good practice in the management and administration of 
these examinations, as well as areas of concern and directives for compliance and improvement. 
The findings are based on information obtained from the Umalusi moderation, monitoring, 
verification and standardisation processes, as well as from reports received from the DHET.

This report covers the following quality assurance processes implemented by Umalusi:
• Moderation of question papers for a sample of N2 and N3 subjects;
• Monitoring/moderation of internal assessment;
• Monitoring of the conduct of the examinations;
• Verification of marking; and
• Standardisation of examination results.
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3 MODERATION OF QUESTION PAPERS

3.1  Introduction and Purpose

Examiners and internal moderators of DHET set and moderate the question papers for the NATED 
Report 190/191: Engineering Studies. Umalusi externally moderates a sample of the N2 and N3 
question papers.

Some concerns regarding the standard of the NATED question papers remain prevalent, including:
• Outdated syllabi – some dating back as far as 1978;
• Content that has become obsolete; and
• Underspecified and lack of learning outcomes, assessment standards or indications of the 

range that should be covered.

The following concerns occur in many instances:
• There are no subject assessment guidelines and therefore no specified weighting of topics;
• The cognitive demand of the assessment is not stipulated;
• Syllabi are merely lists of topics that should be covered;
• Due to the limited content coverage in some subjects, content has become highly 

predictable. Students who practise previous examination papers would be able to pass a 
subject without actually having mastered its concepts or content.

Despite these challenges that might negatively influence the objective judgement of the 
standard and fairness of the question papers, Umalusi rigorously moderated a sample of NATED 
Report 190/191: Engineering Studies N2 and N3 question papers written during the August 2016 
examinations. This section of the report covers the findings of this external moderation process.

The purpose of this section is to provide an indication of the sample size of the subjects moderated.  
Secondly, to give an overview of the crucial findings related to the standard and quality of the 
externally moderated question papers. Finally, to highlight areas of good practice, areas of 
concern; and directives for compliance and improvement.

3.2  Scope and Approach

The 24 external moderators, who were involved in the quality assurance of question papers are 
subject matter experts from TVET colleges, universities of technology and provincial education 
departments. These external moderators were required to moderate a sample of NATED Report 
190/191: Engineering Studies N2 and N3 question papers and their accompanying marking 
guidelines.

The model used in the moderation process was an off-site approach in which the password 
protected question papers, marking guidelines, internal moderators’ reports and assessment 
frameworks were forwarded electronically to external moderators. The external moderators 
prepared assessment frameworks, with which to appraise the cognitive demand and weighting 
of the syllabi topics, and evaluated the question papers in terms of other specified criteria.
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The criteria according to which the question papers were moderated covered the following 
aspects:

• Technical details related to the presentation of the question papers and marking guidelines;
• Internal moderation and its efficacy in assuring quality;
• The adherence to the syllabus;
• The consistency and appropriateness of mark allocation and distribution according to 

cognitive level and question type;
• The relevance and correctness of the marking guidelines;
• The level of language and absence of bias;
• The degree of predictability of questions; and
• An overall evaluation of the papers in terms of their suitability to the level assessed.

Once the initial external moderation had been completed, question papers were approved, 
conditionally approved or rejected, depending on the degree of compliance with the criteria. 
Proposed changes to question papers were communicated to the internal moderator prior to 
implementation. After consultation, and once consensus had been reached, the question 
papers, marking guidelines and supporting documents were returned via Umalusi to the DHET. 
Finally, question papers and marking guidelines were forwarded to the external moderators for 
final approval and sign-off.

Umalusi moderated a total of 36 (of 54) N2 and N3 question papers – (20 of 26 (77%) at N3 level 
and 16 of 28 (57%) at N2 level.) This sample included the fundamental Engineering subjects, 
Mathematics and Engineering Science. Beyond these subjects, the focus was mostly on N2 and 
N3 subjects with substantial enrolments.  Table 3A lists the subjects that were moderated as well as 
the enrolments per subject and the absenteeism rate.

Table 3A: Subjects included in the moderated sample of question papers

Subject Level Enrolments Absenteeism rate*
N2 N3 N2 N3

Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2 2 366 11%
Building and Civil Technology N3 3 260 12%
Building Drawing N2 and N3 4 709 3 252 13% 13%
Building Science N2 and N3 4 698 3 252 19% 12%
Carpentry and Roofing Theory N2 686 14%
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3 4 224 1 407 23% 17%
Electrical Trade Theory N2 and N3 18 674 1 862 23% 33%
Electro-Technology N3 9 531 15%
Engineering Drawing N2 and N3 10 337 6 452 20% 17%
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Subject Level Enrolments Absenteeism rate*
N2 N3 N2 N3

Engineering Science N2 and N3 29 988 27 331 21% 15%
Fitting and Machining Theory N2   5 271 22%
Industrial Electronics N2 and N3 16 956 13 493 18% 14%
Industrial Organisation and 
Planning

N3 2 377 37%

Industrial Orientation N3 3 141 30%
Instrument Trade Theory N3 476 20%
Logic Systems N3 451 14%
Mathematics N2 and N3 34 207 28 654 20% 16%
Mechanotechnology N3 7 791 23%
Motor Trade Theory N2 and N3 1 851 479 19% 23%
Plant Operation Theory N3 820 15%
Platers' Theory N2   2 426 21%
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing

N2 and N3   2 819   1 130 21% 19%

Plumbing Theory N2   1 127 19%
Supervision in Industry N3   2 920 33%
Waste-water Treatment Practice N3      469     15%
Water and Waste-water 
Treatment Practice

N2     718 8%

*Percentages calculated in terms of marks captured and presented at standardisation meeting.

As is evident from Table 3A, the percentage of candidates that did not sit for the examinations 
was very high.  If the rate for N2 and N3 are compared the rate for N2 is slightly higher than 
that for N3. A possible reason might be the implementation of the 80% class attendance and 
40% minimum term mark for admission to N2 examinations implemented for the first time for this 
examination.  The three N3 subjects with the highest absenteeism rate are Industrial Orientation, 
Industrial Organisation and Planning and Supervision in Industry.  

Table 3B provides the approval status of the question papers after the initial moderation process. 
The following needs to be noted regarding Table 3B:

The question papers of the four subjects marked with an asterisk were planned to be written 
in another examination but were used for this examination, as the papers received for external 
moderation were repeat papers (papers already written).
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Table 3B: Approval status of question papers after initial moderation

Approved – as only technical 
changes required (39%)

Conditionally approved

(58%)

Rejected (3%)

Building and Civil Technology N3 Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2 Building Science N2 
Carpentry and Roofing Theory N2 Building Drawing N2 and N3
Electro-Technology N3 Building Science N3
Engineering Science N2 Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Industrial Electronics N2 and N3 Electrical Trade Theory N2 and N3
Industrial Organisation and 
Planning N3*

Engineering Drawing N2 and N3

Industrial Orientation N3 Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3 Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2 * Instrument Trade Theory N3
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2 and N3

Mathematics N2 and N3 *

Plumbing Theory N2 Mechanotechnology N3
Supervision in Industry N3 Motor Trade Theory N2 and N3

Plant Operation Theory N3
Waste-water Treatment Practice N3*
Water and Waste-water Treatment Practice 
N2

3.3  Findings

Table 3C records the most important findings as captured in the external moderators’ reports.

Table 3C:  Findings after initial moderation of 36 sampled question papers

Aspects Findings Subjects concerned
Technical criteria
The majority of the 
question papers and 
marking guidelines 
complied with almost 
all the technical 
requirements, but 
there were some 
papers that did 
not meet all these 
requirements.

Only 6% of the papers were incomplete, 
with no marking guideline or other 
applicable documents such as relevant 
answer sheets and formula sheets/
addenda.

Engineering Drawing N3
Mechanotechnology N3 

In 8% of the papers, some of the 
instructions to candidates were not 
clearly specified, a decrease of 6% from 
the previous examination.

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Drawing N2

In 6% of the papers the mark allocations 
were not clearly indicated or same as 
that on the marking guideline.  (One less 
paper than the previous examination.)

Plating and Structural Steel Drawing 
N2 and N3

In one paper (3%), the time allocated was 
not appropriate.

Building Drawing N3
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Aspects Findings Subjects concerned
Technical criteria In 19% of the moderated papers, the 

quality of some of the diagrams, graphs, 
tables, etc. was poor and/or not print-
ready, a decrease of 14% from the 
previous examination.

Building Science N2
Electrical Trade Theory N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Drawing N2 and N3
Mathematics N2
Plant Operation Theory N3

In one paper (3%), some questions were 
not clearly numbered.

Engineering Drawing N2

In 11% of the moderated papers, the 
cover page did not contain all relevant 
details such as logo, name of the subject, 
time allocation, number of pages and 
additional information.

Diesel Trade Theory N2
Engineering Drawing N2 and N3
Mathematics N2

In 19% of the subjects, appropriate fonts, 
symbols, headers and footers were not 
used throughout the question paper.  This 
represents an increase of 13% from the 
previous examination.

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Electrical Trade Theory N2
Engineering Drawing N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Mathematics N2

Internal moderation Thirty eight percent of the internal 
moderators' reports were complete, 
and of appropriate quality/standard/
relevance, an increase of 21% from the 
previous examination.

Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2
Building and Civil Technology N3
Building Science N2 and N3
Carpentry and Roofing Theory N2
Electrical Trade Theory N2 and N3
Electro-Technology N3
Engineering Drawing N2
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Electronics N2 and N3
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Platers' Theory N2
Plating and Structural Steel Drawing N2 
and N3
Supervision in Industry N3
Plumbing Theory N2

Fourteen percent of the internal 
moderators' reports were complete 
but of inappropriate quality/standard/
relevance.

Engineering Drawing N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Instrument Trade Theory N3
Building Drawing N3

In 17% of the papers, internal moderators' 
reports were incomplete, and of 
inappropriate quality, standard and 
relevance.

Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Engineering Science N2 and N3
Industrial Orientation N3
Plant Operation Theory N3
Waste-water Treatment Practice N3
Water and Waste-water Treatment 
Practice N2
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Aspects Findings Subjects concerned
Content coverage 
and cognitive skills 
The majority of the 
question papers 
covered the 
prescribed content 
and included 
questions of varying 
cognitive demand. 

Five subjects (14%) did not cover the 
syllabus adequately, an increase of 8% 
from the previous examination. One 
subject, Fitting and Machining Theory 
N2 was also implicated in the previous 
examination.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Motor Trade Theory N3
Plant Operation Theory N3

In 14% of the papers, the weighting and/
or spread of topics was inappropriate. 
This represents an increase of 3% from the 
previous examination.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Motor Trade Theory N3
Plant Operation Theory N3

In 22% of the papers, there was an 
inappropriate distribution in terms of 
cognitive levels, an increase of 11% from 
the previous examination.

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Orientation N3
Instrument Trade Theory N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Motor Trade Theory N3

In 6% of the papers, a lack of variety of 
question types was evident, a decrease 
of 5% from the previous examination.

Mathematics N3
Motor Trade Theory N2

Marking guidelines In 50% of the question papers, the 
marking guideline was correct, a 
decrease of 17% from the previous 
examination.

Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2
Carpentry and Roofing Theory N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Electrical Trade Theory N2
Electro-Technology N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Electronics N3
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3
Industrial Orientation N3
Instrument Trade Theory N3
Logic Systems N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 and N3
Plant Operation Theory N3
Platers' Theory N2
Plumbing Theory N2
Supervision in Industry N3

In 11% of the papers, the marking 
guideline did not allow for alternative 
responses (where appropriate), an 
increase of 5% from the previous 
examination.

Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Mathematics N2
Plant Operation Theory N3

In 11% of the question papers, the 
marking guideline did not always 
correspond with the questions in the 
question paper or it could not be used for 
accurate marking as it was not drawn to 
scale.

Mechanotechnology N3
Plating and Structural Steel Drawing 
N2 and N3
Waste-water Treatment Practice N3
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Aspects Findings Subjects concerned
Marking guidelines In the six listed subjects, the mark 

allocation on the marking guideline did 
not correspond with the mark allocation 
on the question paper, an increase of five 
subjects from the previous examination.

Building Drawing N2
Building Science N2
Engineering Drawing N2 and N3
Plating and Structural Steel Drawing 
N2 and N3

In 17% of the subjects, the marking 
guideline would not facilitate marking, 
a decrease of 11% from the previous 
examination.

Building and Civil Technology N3
Building Drawing N2
Building Science N2 and N3
Electrical Trade Theory N2
Instrument Trade Theory N3

Language and bias
In most papers, 
the language was 
pitched at the 
appropriate level.

There were 
grammatical errors 
in some question 
papers. 

Subject terminology/units or data was 
correctly used in all of the papers.

All the moderated papers met this 
criteria.

In 14% of the papers, the grammar in 
some questions included subtleties that 
might cause confusion, a decrease of 3% 
from the previous examination.

Diesel Trade Theory N3
Electro-Technology N3
Engineering Drawing N2
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Electronics N3

The language used in some sections 
of 19% of question papers was 
grammatically incorrect, an increase of 
17% of question papers from the previous 
examination.

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Electronics N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Plumbing Theory N2

Predictability Some questions in 14% of question papers 
could easily be spotted or predicted, 
an increase of 8% from the previous 
examination.

Electrical Trade Theory N2
Instrument Trade Theory N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Motor Trade Theory N2

Six question papers (17%) contained a 
question(s) taken verbatim from past 
question papers. The same number 
of question papers from the previous 
examination.

Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Instrument Trade Theory N3
Mathematics N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Plumbing Theory N2

Six percent of the question papers 
showed a lack of innovation, a decrease 
of 2% from the previous examination.

Mathematics N2 and N3

General In 42% of the papers, incomplete or 
incorrect contact details of examiner/
internal moderator were evident, an 
increase of 28% from the previous 
examination.

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2 and N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Electro-Technology N3
Engineering Science N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Industrial Electronics N2 and N3
Logic Systems N3
Mechanotechnology N3 
Platers' Theory N2
Plating and Structural Steel Drawing N2
Plumbing Theory N2
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3.4  Areas of Good Practice

• There was an improvement of 21% in the number of internal moderator reports that were 
of acceptable standard. 

• Subject terminology/units or data was correctly used in all of the papers.

3.5  Areas of Concern

The syllabi of most NATED subjects is outdated and the content has become obsolete. For most 
subjects, the content is underspecified and lack learning outcomes, assessment standards or 
indications of the range that should be covered.

3.5.1  Technical Aspects 

• The ineffective use of the DHET macros e.g. blocking of the macros complicated the 
moderation of the Mathematics N2 paper. 

• The time allocation in relation to work that needs to be done in some subjects and   marks 
did not tally e.g. the time allocated in Building Drawing N3 was not sufficient  for candidates 
to complete this paper. 

3.5.2  Internal Moderation

Some internal moderators failed to improve the standard of the paper to an acceptable level. 
They did not identify clearly evident mistakes in the question paper and marking guideline.

3.5.3  Marking Guidelines

The quality of the marking guidelines in 50% of the externally moderated subjects were found to 
be inferior.

3.5.4  Predictability

• The predictability of the Mathematics N3 question paper format was very high.
• In the following six question papers: Bricklaying and Plastering Theory N2, Fitting and 

Machining Theory N2, Instrument Trade Theory N3, Mathematics N3, Mechanotechnology 
N3 and Plumbing Theory N2 (17%), many questions were repeat questions of question 
papers within the three year examination cycle.
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3.6  Directives for Compliance/Improvement   

The syllabi of many NATED 191 subjects need to be reviewed. Upgrading and modernisation of the 
content is required as to align it with modern business and industry practices.

3.6.1  Technical Aspects

Training is required on how to set question papers, especially on the technical editing and time 
allocation in relation to work that needs to be done to improve the standard of the papers. 

3.6.2  Internal Moderation

Internal moderators need to be constantly trained and monitored in order to improve the standard 
of the question papers. 

3.6.3  Content Coverage and Cognitive Skills

The DHET needs to ensure that the outdated NATED curricula and/syllabi is reviewed and updated 
to respond to the demands of the 21st century.

• The latest advances in technology need to be introduced in the syllabi. 
• Prospective workers in the 21st century need to have skills like critical thinking skills, creative 

thinking skills and problem solving skills. Problems which require higher order thinking skills 
need to be taught at college level. 

3.6.4  Marking Guidelines

For question papers with drawings, a universal drawing software package should be utilised by 
the setting panel to improve the quality of the drawings and to manage corrections effectively.

3.6.5  Predictability

Although the examiners and/or internal moderators need to be monitored and be held 
accountable for repeating previous questions of within the three year examination cycle, the 
onus is on DHET to review the outdated curricula as a matter of urgency.
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4 MONITORING/MODERATION OF INTERNAL  
ASSESSMENT

4.1  Introduction and Purpose

The registered candidates for the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies perform compulsory 
internal assessments that serve as a term mark that contributes 40% towards the promotion mark. 

Umalusi quality assures the internal assessment by assessing the adherence of the Educator 
Portfolio of Assessment (PoA); the Learner Portfolio of Evidence (PoE); to confirm if the content 
coverage and cognitive demand of the tests meet the criteria as stipulated in the syllabus and 
the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies ICASS Guidelines.  

Umalusi monitors the implementation of the internal assessment component by the Campus and 
College. The Umalusi moderators scrutinize the evidence of the students and observe the sites 
of teaching and learning during the monitoring and moderation process. In addition, the staff 
members of the campuses and colleges are interviewed to verify the evidence presented in the 
form of documents.  The written and oral evidence provide additional information for the external 
moderators to make fair and accurate judgements. 

The purpose of this section of the report is to:
• Provide data on the sampled sites and subjects moderated; 
• Outline the approach followed in the moderation of the internal assessment;
• Highlight the crucial findings related to the quality and standard of internal assessment at 

the sampled sites;
• Present areas of good practice and areas of concern that were observed during the visits; 

and
• Provide directives for compliance and improvement which, once implemented, will 

enhance the quality of internal assessment.

4.2  Scope and Approach

During August 2016, Umalusi monitored the implementation of internal assessment at 14 sites 
and 13 sampled NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies subjects across public and private 
colleges. The sample was spread over seven provinces. A team of 13 moderators were deployed 
to various sites to conduct the monitoring/moderation of the internal assessment. 

Umalusi informed all relevant stakeholders in advance of the intended monitoring visits. 

Table 4A below indicates the sites and the subjects included in the monitoring/moderation process.
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Table 4A: Sites and subjects monitored/moderated during August 2016

Subject Level Province College Campus/site
Building Drawing N2 KwaZulu-Natal Gateway City College (Pty) Ltd Durban
Building Drawing N3 Gauteng Central Johannesburg College Ellis Park Campus
Building Science N2 Eastern Cape King Sabatha Dalindyebo 

College
Mthatha Campus

Engineering Science N2 Limpopo Better Best Education Projects: 
Mokopane 

Mokopane 

Fitting and Machining 
Theory 

N2 Free State Jengrac Technical College  Welkom 

Industrial Electronics N3 KwaZulu-Natal Umbilo FET College Durban
Industrial Organisation 
and Planning 

N3 Gauteng City View Business College Johannesburg

Mathematics N2 Northern Cape Northern Cape Urban College City Campus 
Motor Trade Theory   N3  Eastern Cape King Sabatha Dalindyebo FET 

College
Libode Campus 

Plant Operation Theory N3 Gauteng Central Technical College Pretoria 
Platers' Theory N2 Gauteng Denver Technical College Pretoria

Gauteng True Harvest College Pretoria
Supervision in Industry N3 Mpumalanga Advisor Progressive College Witbank
Water Treatment Practice N3 Limpopo Capricorn College Seshego 

4.3  Findings

The 2016 NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies ICASS Guidelines stipulate that marks of two tests 
must be used to compile the term mark. The visits were conducted after the DHET submission deadline 
of the submission of the internal assessment marks.  As indicated in table 4B below, all but two of the 
sites visited complied with this requirement by the time of the moderation visits.

Table 4B: Number of tests per site

Tests Site Subject Level
2 Gateway City College (Pty) Ltd Building Drawing N2
2 Ellis Park Campus Building Drawing N3
2 Mthatha Campus Building Science N2
2 Better Best Education Projects: Mokopane Engineering Science N2
1 Jengrac Technical College Fitting and Machining Theory N2
2 Umbilo FET college Industrial Electronics N3
2 City View Business College Industrial Organisation and Planning N3
2 City Campus Mathematics N2
2 Libode Campus Motor Trade Theory   N3  
2 Central Technical College Plant Operation Theory N3
2 Denver Technical College Platers' Theory N2
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Tests Site Subject Level
0 True Harvest College Platers' Theory N2
2 Advisor Progressive College Supervision in Industry N3
2 Seshego Campus Water Treatment Practice N3

Table 4C presents the findings of the moderators after visiting the fourteen sites.

Table 4C: Findings and challenges observed in the August 2016 internal assessment monitoring/
moderation visits

Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned

Support by the 
college before 
enrolment and 
thereafter

Twenty-nine percent (29%) of 
the colleges as listed provided 
some support before enrolment 
for example competency tests/
aptitude tests/placement tests.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 

One college (7%) introduced a 
bridging course, strongly focussed 
on practical work for students who 
are not yet ready for N3.

Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)

One college as listed (7%) lends 
additional support to the students

Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College)

Employment of 
candidates

Some of the candidates at 21% of 
the sites visited were employed.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 

Physical resources 
and learning material
Textbooks and 
teaching material.

The available classrooms  were 
sufficient for effective teaching 
and learning at all the sites, except 
at the site listed (7%) where the 
number of candidates could 
not be effectively taught in the 
classrooms (too small) available.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)

Twenty one percent of the 
sites enhanced learning with 
the inclusion of practical 
demonstrations and the use of 
models.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

At the three sites (21%) as listed, 
students were exposed to 
practical implementation of the 
theory component of the subject 
at the site of learning.

Building Drawing N3 (JEllis Park Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

All sites but two as listed (14%) 
received the textbooks/training 
material at the beginning of the 
trimester.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Physical resources 
and learning material

No additional training material e.g. 
DVDs, additional reference books, 
etc. was available at 57% of the 
listed sites.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

There were computers and printers 
for the students to complete 
assignments/case studies/do 
research at the (57%) of sites as 
listed.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

Human resources 
Training of lecturers.

Fifty percent of the sites visited 
had a process in place for the 
identification of training needs of 
lecturers.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

The colleges as listed (57%) had a 
training plan for staff development.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Human resources At 57% of the sites where 

information was obtained, there 
were areas where the lecturers 
felt that they needed further 
training on the implementation 
and understanding of the ICASS 
guideline and lecturing skills.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

At 50% of the sites monitored, 
lecturers were exposed to the 
relevant industry.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

Assessment policy 
and systems

The Assessment Policy was 
complete with section on: 
monitoring and moderation, 
appeal procedures, absenteeism, 
late or non-submission of tasks, 
provision for learners with barriers 
to learning, conditions for re-
assessment and irregularities at all 
the sites listed (43%).

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College)

• However; no policies were 
available at the sites listed 
(14%) and

Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

• Although eighty six percent 
of the sites monitored had 
an assessment policy on site. 
It should however be noted 
that at the sites listed, policies 
lacked some important 
information.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Monitoring plan Sixty four percent (64%) of the sites 

had a monitoring plan in place 
for the monitoring of assessment 
practices at the site of learning.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 (City 
View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

• However; two of these sites 
(14%), could not supply 
evidence that the monitoring 
plan was implemented.

Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 

Internal assessment 
task development 
plan

Sixty four percent (64%) of the sites 
visited had a plan in place. At the 
remaining 36% of the sites as listed, 
there was no plan in place.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

Irregularity registers 
The use of irregularity 
registers.

Fifty seven percent (57%) of sites 
had irregularity registers in place.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

There were internal assessments 
recorded in the irregularity registers 
at the sites listed (29%).

Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 

• However; six sites (43%) did 
not have/did not present 
irregularities registers.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Lecturer files
The content of the 
lecturers’ files.

Five sites visited (36%) complied to 
all requirements of the lecturer file 
as stipulated in the NATED ICASS 
Guidelines.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

There was no compliance for 
the lecturer files in terms of the 
specifications as per the ICASS 
Guidelines at one site (7%).

Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

Assessment schedules 
and scores
Adherence to the 
ICASS Guidelines and 
the recording of the 
scores.

Assessment schedules were 
available at 79% of the sites as 
listed.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

At 64% of the sites, there was 
evidence that the syllabus and 
ICASS Guidelines were used.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

• However, there was no 
evidence that the syllabus 
and ICASS Guidelines were 
used at 14% of the sites as 
listed.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Content coverage Eighty six percent (86%) of the 

sites visited made the required 
number of two tasks according to 
the ICASS guideline available for 
moderation. The sites that did not 
have the required number of two 
tasks are listed.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

There was no evidence of any 
internal assessment at the site listed 
(7%).

Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College)

Sixty four percent (64%) of sites 
ensured that a substantial amount 
of work had been covered and 
that the weighting and spread was 
appropriate. 

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 (City 
View Business College)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

Cognitive demand 
and difficulty levels

Eighty six percent (86%) of the sites 
listed had pitched the tasks at the 
right level.  

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 (City 
View Business College)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

Tests were not representative of 
the latest developments in the 
teaching, learning and assessment 
of the applicable subject at 21% of 
the sites as listed.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2 (Jengrac 
Technical College – Welkom)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Internal moderation 
of task
Evidence of effective 
pre- and post 
moderation;
Relevant, qualitative 
feedback;
Follow up on 
implementation of 
recommendations.

Four sites (29%) were fully 
compliant in terms of the Umalusi 
criteria of internal moderation. 

Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College)
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)

There was no evidence of any 
internal assessment at the site 
listed (7%), therefor no internal 
moderation was evident.

Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

The listed sites (43%) supplied 
qualitative feedback to the 
lecturer that set the task.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

All of the sites listed (64%), had 
evidence of moderation of 
marking of a minimum sample of 
10% of the scripts.  

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 (City 
View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

Technical aspects
Clear language and 
instructions, correct 
use of terminology;  
Mark allocations on 
paper and marking 
guideline correlate;
Graphics used are 
clear and relevant; 

Six sites (43%) complied in all 
technical aspects of the tasks.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Numbering is correct; 
Time allocation is 
realistic; 
Typed in specified 
font.

• Furthermore; five sites (36%) 
complied in most respects in 
the technical aspects of the 
tasks.

Building Drawing N2 (Gateway City College 
(Pty) Ltd)
Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 

Marking tools
Marking tool is 
relevant and 
appropriate;
Provision for 
alternative responses;
Mark allocations are 
realistic and clearly 
indicated within 
a task to facilitate 
marking.

Four sites (29%) met all the 
requirements of the marking tool. 

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

There was no evidence of any 
internal assessment at the site listed 
(7%) and therefore no marking 
occurred.

Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

The mark allocations and mark 
distribution were clearly indicated 
within the answers of the different 
questions at 64% of the sites.

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Industrial Organisation and Planning N3 
(City View Business College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

The marking tool facilitated 
marking/was easy to use at 71% of 
the sites. 

Building Drawing N3 (Ellis Park Campus)
Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Industrial Electronics N3 (Umbilo FET College)
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central 
Technical College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)
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Aspects Findings and challenges Site/subject concerned
Learner performance Students at all sites interpreted the 

assessment tasks correctly and 
were able to answer all or most of 
the questions in the tasks. 
The site listed (7%) did not present 
learner evidence for evaluation.

Platers' Theory N2 (True Harvest College) 

Quality of marking There was evidence of qualitative 
feedback on the performance to 
the candidates at five sites (36%). 

Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical 
College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor 
Progressive College)

Internal moderation of 
marking

There was evidence that 
the learners’ work had been 
moderated internally at 57% of the 
sites as listed.

Building Science N2 (Mthatha Campus)
Engineering Science N2 (Better Best 
Education Projects: Mokopane) 
Mathematics N2 (City Campus) 
Motor Trade Theory N3 (Libode Campus)
Plant Operation Theory N3 (Central Technical 
College) 
Platers' Theory N2 (Denver Technical College) 
Supervision in Industry N3 (Advisor Progressive 
College)
Water Treatment Practice N3 (Seshego 
Campus)

4.4  Areas of Good Practice

4.4.1  Support by Colleges

• At Umbilo FET College the introduction of a bridging course, strongly focussed on practical 
work for students who are not yet ready for N3, is useful as it helps students understand 
basic concepts. The college is equipped with basic electronics demonstration material 
that the lecturer may use as aids/demo/simulation material to explain abstract electronics 
concepts. The introduction of a student work book is very useful. 

• Central Technical College has a “student at risk” document which indicates follow-up on 
attendance as well as proof of additional support given to the students.
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4.4.2  Irregularity Registers

The campus manager of Better Best Education Projects: Mokopane is hands on with the recording 
of irregularities.

4.5  Areas of Concern

4.5.1  Physical Resources and Learning Material

• The buildings of some colleges are in a very poor state and the education environment 
is not conducive for teaching and learning. Files are non-existing or incomplete and the 
standard of assessment is very weak (e.g. City View Business College).

• Some colleges use textbooks as the sole provider of information and do not necessarily 
verify the content with the prescribed syllabus.

4.5.2  Human Resources

Some lecturers teaching certain subjects are underqualified, with no industrial experience for 
Building Drawing N3, Fitting and Machining Theory N2, Motor Trade Theory N3, Plant Operation 
Theory N3, Platers' Theory N2, Supervision in Industry N3 and Water Treatment Practice N3.

4.5.3 Assessment Policy and Systems

The lack and inadequacy of policies for all processes and procedures at eight colleges cause the 
staff members to follow their own methods in executing tasks unlike following a unilateral method 
as prescribed in approved policies and procedures.

4.5.4  Lecturer Files

Three colleges do not use the latest DHET ICASS Guidelines and therefore do not implement the 
programme correctly in terms of proposed teaching time for each subject, prescribed curriculum 
coverage for each test, mark and time allocation and record-keeping. The assessment processes 
are negatively affected if these guidelines are not adhered to.

4.5.5  Cognitive Demand and Difficulty Levels

At one college (Jengrac Technical College – Welkom), Assessment 2 was given to the students to 
complete as an assignment (questionnaire). This practice is not in line with the ICASS Guidelines 
and may cause challenges in terms of authenticity of work submitted for evaluation.

The use of previous national examination papers as internal assessment remains a practice at 
some colleges although contradictory to the ICASS Guidelines. 
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4.6  Directives for Compliance/Improvement

4.6.1  Physical Resources and Learning Material

The value of textbooks for the acquisition of knowledge must be promoted at colleges. 

4.6.2  Human Resources

Inexperienced lecturers need guidance and monitoring from senior staff members at the college 
in terms of best teaching practices. Training needs of lecturers need to be prioritised to address 
shortcomings of current lecturers.

4.6.3  Lecturer Files

The NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies ICASS guidelines must be strictly adhered to. Every 
college needs to be in possession of the latest guideline.

4.6.4  Learner Performance

Evidence of the students’ work must be available to verify the outcomes of assessment.
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5  MONITORING THE CONDUCT OF EXAMINATIONS

5.1  Introduction and Purpose

Umalusi is responsible for verifying the extent to which examination centres comply with policies 
pertaining to the conduct, administration and management of examinations.  This is also intended 
to report on conformity to section 18 of the GENFETQA Act, which states that assessment bodies 
must have in place adequate measures to combat irregularities by ensuring the confidentiality 
and integrity of the assessment.

The purpose of this chapter is therefore to report on how the August 2016 NATED Report 
190/191: Engineering Studies examinations were conducted, administered and managed by 
the examination centres monitored nationally. This report further, present a summary of all the 
activities that transpired during the writing phase of the examinations. It also identifies areas of 
concern, areas of good practice, and provides directives for compliance and improvement.

5.2  Scope and Approach

Umalusi monitored the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies examinations administered 
by the Department of Higher Education and Training during July/August 2016 at 21 examination 
centres across the nine provinces. Table 5A below provides details of the centres visited, subjects 
monitored and candidate numbers.

Table 5A:  Examination Centres Monitored for the Writing of Examinations

Province Centre Date Subject No of 
candidates

1 KwaZulu-Natal Academy of Business and 
Computer Studies – Durban 
(private)

01/08/16 Mathematics N3 40

Gateway City College 
(private)

27/07/16 Engineering Drawing N3 1

Plating and Structural  
Steel Drawing N2

5

2 Gauteng City View Business College 
(private)

04/08/16 Industrial Organisation 
and Planning N3

12

Groenpunt Correctional 
Service

29/07/16 Industrial Electronics N2 26

Tshwane City College (private) 29/07/16 Industrial Orientation N3 24
True Harvest College (private) 02/08/16 Electrical Trade Theory N2 13
Richfield Graduate Institute of 
Technology (private)

16/08/16 Mechanotechnology N3 4

3 Eastern Cape Buffalo City TVET College – St 
Marks Campus

01/08/16 Mathematics N3 38

East Cape Midlands TVET 
College – Brickfield Campus

02/08/16 Bricklaying and Plastering 
Theory N2

45
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Province Centre Date Subject No of 
candidates

4 North West Orbit TVET College – 
Rustenburg Campus

29/07/16 Industrial Electronics N2 121

Vuselela TVET College –  
Jouberton Campus

05/08/16 Mathematics N2 146

5 Free State Jengrac Technical College – 
Welkom (private)

01/08/16 Engineering Science N2 33

6 Mpumalanga St Ignatius College – Witbank 
(private)

01/08/16 Mathematics N3 30

7 Limpopo Abakholwe Community 
Development (private)

26/07/16 Building Drawing N2 3

Thasululo FET College (private) 05/08/16 Mathematics N2 and 19

Diesel Trade Theory N3 10

Vhembe TVET College – 
Mavhoi Campus

01/08/16 Engineering Science N2 254

Vhembe TVET College – 
Techniven Campus

22/07/16 Plating and Structural 
Steel Drawing N3

42

Vhembe TVET College – 
Tshisimane Campus

02/08/16 Bricklaying and Plastering 
Theory N2

52

8 Western Cape South Cape TVET College – 
Mossel Bay Campus

04/08/16 Industrial Electronics N1 19

Boland TVET College – 
Stellenbosch Campus

04/08/16 Electrical Trade Theory N3 0

9 Northern 
Cape

Rhodes Technical College 
(private)

01/08/16 Mathematics N3 15

5.3  Findings
Table 5B:  Level of Compliance in Relation to Criteria

Criteria Met all 
criteria

Met  most 
criteria 

Met few/none of 
the criteria 

Total 

Delivery and storage of examination material 20 1 0 21
The invigilators and their training 13 6 2 21
Preparations for writing and the examination 
room/venue(s)

12 6 3 21

Time management for the conduct of 
examinations

12 5 4 21

Checking of the immediate environment 15 0 6 21
Activities during writing 18 2 1 21
Packaging and transmission of answer scripts 19 2 0 21
Monitoring by the assessment body 5 0 16 21
Total 113 23 32 168
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5.3.1  Delivery and Storage of Examination Material 

The delivery and the storage of examination materials were generally well administered by the 
examination centres monitored. The question papers were either collected by the chief invigilator 
from the nodal point or delivered by courier service to the examination centres daily. Only at one 
centre in Western Cape papers were delivered in consignments to the examination centre, by 
courier services. At all centres monitored examination material were stored in a lockable strong 
room except at City View Business College where this could not be confirmed as the question paper 
parcels were found opened when brought into the examination room. All examination centres 
monitored had adequate security to keep the examination material on arrival at the centre.

5.3.2  Invigilators and their Training

There was evidence available that the chief invigilators were trained except for three centres 
that did not have evidence to that effect and five centres did not produce written evidence 
of appointment of Chief Invigilators.  (Gateway City College, Tshwane City College, Groenpunt 
Correctional Service, St Ignatious in Witbank and True Harvest College). While documentary proof 
of invigilator training by chief invigilators was available, the evidence varied from training manual 
to attendance register which gave a challenge to establish the exact dates of such training. 

The invigilators were trained by the respective chief invigilators. However, at four centres there was 
no proof of training of invigilators. The examination Centre Managers were appointed as chief 
invigilators but in most cases delegated to other personnel of the centre. At one centre prison 
inmates were appointed as invigilators.

5.3.3  Preparations for Writing and the Examination Venues

This segment of the criteria requires that the assessment body has measures in place to manage 
the conduct of examinations. During the monitoring of the writing phase, the following were 
discovered:

• Signage indicating the location of the writing venue was available except at five centres 
out of twenty-one centres monitored;

• The examination writing environment at all centres monitored were of acceptable level;
• The seating arrangements for candidates was managed well except at two centres where 

tables were shared by candidates and lack of seating plans at six examination centres;
• Critical information about the examination (e.g. subject, date, time) was displayed on the 

board except for four centres monitored;
• Invigilators did not sign attendance registers for invigilation at six examination centres and 

the absence of relief invigilators at five centres is a concern;
• At four examination centres, the display of name tags by invigilators was neglected. 

Because invigilators were dressed informally, it was at times difficult to differentiate 
between candidates and invigilators;
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• Four centres did not have well-arranged examination files available at the venue and at 
four centres despite the availability of the files all necessary documents were not available 
in the examination file;

• Generally, candidates were in possession of ID documents, except for four centres where 
candidates were allowed into the examination rooms without their IDs.  Furthermore, in three 
centres verification of candidate’s identities was not done at all;

• While most of the centres opened the question papers in the examination venue in the 
presence of the candidates, one centre had the bags opened when brought to the 
examination venue;

• Checking of calculators did not take place in seven examination centres, though 
candidates were using calculators during the examination,

• Though there was verbal and written instruction with regards to the prohibition of cell 
phones in the examination room, at City View Business College and Tshwane City Centre 
candidates were in possession of cell phones. At one centre a cell phone rang during the 
examination which was confiscated and at another centre one candidate was caught 
copying using the cell phone. The Chief Invigilator wrote irregularity report about the 
incident and reported to DHET; and

• There were enough invigilators available to comply with the ratio except at one centre 
where there was only one invigilator for 58 candidates.

5.3.4  Time Management

The time allocated for administering the examinations at different centres was, generally, 
managed satisfactorily. From the sample where monitoring was conducted, it was noted that 
examination materials and papers were brought to the examination centres in good time. Notably, 
the invigilators were also punctual, except that:

• At one centre the examination venue was opened late (at 09:10) and at another centre 
candidates arrived late resulting in the examination starting later than the stipulated time;

• At seven centres candidates were not given the reading time; 
• At two examination centres the examination rules were not read out;
• The checking of technical aspects of the question papers and issuing of answer books 

were not attended to at eight examination centres;
• Many examination centres experienced late coming of candidates (after the official starting 

time but within the first hour of the examination) and transport was cited as the main reason.

5.3.5  Checking the Immediate Environment

The checking of the immediate environment and surroundings at a venue where examinations are 
administered is crucial and requires the attention of invigilating personnel. This applied particularly 
to the use of toilets while an examination was in progress and six centres failed to check the toilets 
before the examination for any undesired material. 
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5.3.6  Activities During Writing

Activities during the examination was relatively well managed across centres. Invigilators were 
attentive, vigilant and mobile during the examination. It was, however, noted that at Tshwane 
City Centre, Groenpunt Correctional Service and Buffalo City TVET – St Marks Campus, candidates 
were allowed to leave the examination room during the last 15 minutes. 

5.3.7  Packaging and Transmission of Answer Scripts

In general, the examination venues or Chief Invigilator’s office were used for packaging answer 
scripts after the writing session. In such cases, examination centres carried out this responsibility 
satisfactorily. Only concern raised was the delay in completing the process due to administration 
of absentee forms. Chief Invigilators transported the answer scripts to the nodal points or informed 
courier services to collect answer scripts. Monitors raised a concern about the unavailability of 
previous daily situational reports at many centres.

5.3.8  Monitoring by the Assessment Body

Monitoring of examination centres by the assessment body was noted as a major challenge as 
only four examination centres out of twenty-one centres monitored had record of such visits. 

5.4   Irregularities

Irregularities identified by Umalusi monitors:
• At City View Business College question papers were brought to the examination room 

opened; 
• At the same centre one candidate’s cell phone rang during the examination;
• One candidate was reported to have used cell phone (WhatsApp) for copying at Orbit 

TVET College (Rustenburg Campus) (Centre No. 999995915) on 28 July 2016, a day prior 
to Umalusi monitoring. According to the Chief Invigilator the matter was reported to DHET 
office;

• Another major challenge noted by the monitors was the clash of examination time tables 
at different centres. Though the centres seemed to apply the quarantine principle, the 
monitors expressed their concern on the effectiveness of the process; and

• City View Business College, Jengrac Technical College (Welkom), Groenpunt Correctional 
Service, St Ignatious College (Witbank) and Vhembe College (Mavhoi Campus) admitted 
learners into the examination room without identity documents and or not verifying the 
identity documents. 

5.5  Areas of Good Practice

At Midlands TVET, Brickfield Campus all late comers were assembled at one point, examination 
rules read out and identity verified in order not to disturb the candidates in the examination room.   
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5.6  Areas of Concern

• The difficulty in locating some of the private colleges as the addresses provided were no 
longer valid; (Two centres, Africa Institute of Management and Technology – Randburg 
and Khomanani Business College – Johannesburg, could not be located);

• Five Chief Invigilators did not have written appointment letters;
• Admitting candidates to an examination room without identity documents poses a risk of 

imposters sitting for the examinations;
• Late coming of candidates registered to write an examination contributing to poor 

logistical planning at the examination centres; 
• Centres not adhering to time management for activities at the beginning and during 

the examination leading to starting the examination late and some critical activities not 
observed;

• Lack of monitoring of the examination centres by the assessment body; and
• Selection of invigilators at Correctional Service examination centres (In-mates used as 

invigilators).

5.7  Directives for Compliance and Improvement

• The assessment body to verify and provide Umalusi with the correct addresses of the 
examination centres;

• All personnel involved in the examination must be appointed in writing;
• All candidates entering the examination room must to be identified to avoid imposters;
• The assessment body and examination centres should address the high rate of absenteeism 

of registered candidates; and remedial action sought to enhance logistical planning by 
the examination centres; 

• Chief invigilators and invigilators adhere to the starting times of the examination;
• The DHET should ensure that examinations centres are monitored during writing, and 

monitoring reports are available for verification; and
• Assessment body must verify the appointment and training of invigilators at correctional 

service centres.
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ANNEXURE:  Summarised Areas of Concern – Writing Phase

Criteria Nature of non-compliance Centres implicated
The invigilators and their 
training

No evidence that training took place Gateway City College
Tshwane City College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
St Ignatius College – Witbank
True Harvest College

No appointment letters for chief 
invigilator and invigilators

Academy of Business and Computer 
Studies
Groenpunt Correctional Service
St Ignatius College – Witbank
True Harvest College
Richfield Graduate Institute of 
Technology

Preparations for writing 
and the examination 
venues

Limited or no directions to the 
examination venue

Vhembe – Techniven Campus
Tshwane City College
Boland College – Stellenbosch Campus
Buffalo City TVET – St Marks Campus
True Harvest College

Candidates sharing table Tshwane City College
True Harvest College

Seating plan for candidates not 
available

City View Business College
Jengrac Technical College
Tshwane City College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
Abakholwe Community 
Development
True Harvest College

Invigilators not signing an 
attendance register

City View Business College
Tshwane City College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
Abakholwe Community 
Development
True Harvest College
Richfield Graduate Institute of 
Technology

Poor control/lack of verification of 
identity documents

City View Business College
Jengrac Technical College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
St Ignatius College – Witbank
Vhembe College – Mavhoi Campus

Lack of critical information on the 
board or unavailability of board

City View Business College
Jengrac Technical College
Tshwane City College
Abakholwe Community 
Development
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Criteria Nature of non-compliance Centres implicated
Preparations for writing 
and the examination 
venues

Unstructured exam file or lack of file City View Business College
Jengrac Technical College
Tshwane City College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
Abakholwe Community 
Development
Rhodes Technical College
True Harvest College
Vuselela College – Jouberton 
Campus

Question paper not opened in the 
examination room

City View Business College

Candidates in possession of cell 
phones in the examination room

City View Business College
Tshwane City College

Stipulated candidates-invigilator ratio 
not maintained

Tshwane City College

Time management Poor time management Gateway City College
City View Business College
Tshwane City College
Richfield Graduate Institute of 
Technology

Examination rules not read out to 
candidates

Groenpunt Correctional Service
Abakholwe Community 
Development

Activities during writing Candidates allowed to leave during 
the last 15 minutes

Tshwane City College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
Buffallo City TVET – St Marks Campus

Packaging and 
transmission of answer 
scripts

No situational reports written Midlands TVET College – Brickfield 
Campus 
Jengrac Technical College
Groenpunt Correctional Service
Boland College – Stellenbosch 
Campus
Abakholwe Community 
Development
St Ignatius College – Witbank
True Harvest College
Richfield Graduate Institute of 
Technology

Monitoring by the 
assessment body

No evidence of monitoring General problem
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6  MONITORING OF  THE MARKING CENTRES

6.1  Introduction and Purpose

Monitoring of the marking phase is one of the critical quality assurance processes that Umalusi 
undertakes to ensure that the policies on the conduct of marking are adhered to. The data used 
to compile this report was collected through observations and interviews by monitors who visited 
the four (4) marking centers in four (4) provinces using a monitoring instrument designed by Umalusi 
for this purpose.

This section of the report presents a summary of findings collected per the criteria determined 
for monitoring of the marking, and also identifies areas of concern, areas of good practice and 
directives for compliance and improvement.

6.2  Scope and Approach

The monitoring of the marking of the August 2016 NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies 
examinations was conducted at four (4) marking centres in the four provinces sampled by Umalusi. 
Table 6A below provides details of the marking centres visited and the provinces monitored.

Table 6A: Marking centres monitored by Umalusi monitors 

No Province Name of centres monitored Date of monitoring
1 Eastern Cape Port Elizabeth TVET College –

Struandale Campus
20/08/2016

2 Mpumalanga Nkangala TVET College – 
Mpondozankomo Campus

20/08/2016

3 North West Orbit TVET College –
Brits Campus

21/08/2016

4 Western Cape College of Cape Town –
Thornton Campus

18/08/2016

Monitors visited the marking centres on the dates indicated and were required to complete a 
monitoring instrument by recording observations and verbal responses from the Marking Centre 
Managers (MCMs) in each of the visited venues/centres. Furthermore, the monitors verified 
documents available at the marking centres in line with the prescripts of the criteria. These findings 
are summarised in section 6.3 below.

6.3  Findings

6.3.1  Planning for Marking

Generally, the planning for marking of the August NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies 
examinations was commendable. It is worth reporting that the marking commenced on the 18-
23 August 2016 for all subjects as was outlined in the marking plan provided by the DHET. It was 
discovered that the administration personnel received, scanned and verified the scripts and 
performed other administration related matters also during the period of the marking with markers 
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arrival at the marking centres on 17 and 18 August 2016 for training purposes. It was found that the 
marking plan was adhered to across marking venues that were selected and visited by Umalusi 
monitors. 

Furthermore, the monitors noted that the marking plan were nationally managed and developed by the 
DHET at national level. It was evident from reports that the centre managers monitored the progress of 
marking as planned. A comprehensive list of marking and administrative personnel was maintained by 
the respective centre managers with all the necessary and relevant guidelines being received timeously 
at all marking venues and centres. 

In addition, it was found that all marking centres monitored managed to provide raw evidence 
as presented in attendance registers of all chief markers, markers, internal moderators and 
examination assistants (EAs) in each of the marking venues, visited and monitored by Umalusi 
monitors. 

6.3.2  Marking Centres

There was adequate control of scripts at all centres. The marking centres were well chosen as 
all facilities, including communication channels, were available. The centres were equipped 
with appropriate furniture. All centres made use of a local college as the marking venue where 
the main hall and a number of lecture rooms were used which varied from centre to centre 
depending on the number of subjects and markers appointed. Script control rooms were big 
enough and could accommodate all marked and unmarked scripts. Rooms in the administration 
building were used for this purpose.

Marking centres operating times varied between 07:00 and 21:00 with an average of 10-12 hours 
per day. The Marking Centre Manager at each centre that Umalusi visited had access to the 
telephone, internet service, fax machine and the photocopy machine, which were also made 
available to the chief markers, moderators and examination administration personnel.

Generally, it was reported that venues were found to be more than adequate with good facilities 
for marking, ample storage, communication and parking.

6.3.3  Security

Although security was visible during the day, it was reported that monitors were not asked to sign 
in at the gate, neither were their vehicles searched. At one centre there was no security during 
the night, whilst at another centre only one officer was on duty. 
All marking centres monitored had security features such as alarm systems, surveillance cameras 
and fire extinguishers, although at one centre the fire extinguishers were removed, due to the 
misuse by students during protests. 
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Generally, the safe-keeping of scripts at all marking centres was managed by scripts control 
managers. A script control register was used for this purpose to ensure that all scripts are accounted 
for. It was also noted that chief markers sign when they are given scripts and also when they are 
returned. 

It is pleasing to note that the security of scripts and other examination material during the 
transportation and marking process was given high priority. The movement of all scripts was 
recorded and signed for by relevant parties. This arrangement ensured that every answer script, 
mark sheet and any other examination material was accounted for. Transportation of scripts to 
and from the marking centres was mostly done by the courier company.

6.3.4  Training of Marking Personnel 

Training of marking personnel is one of the critical quality assurance initiative towards promotion 
of quality standards. It was highlighted that the training of the Marking Centre Managers, Deputy 
Marking Centre Managers, Chief Markers and Internal Moderators, and other marking personnel 
was done at different levels as indicated below:

• Marking Centre Managers were trained for a day by officials from the DHET during March/
April 2016;

• Chief markers, markers and internal moderators were trained on administration and 
logistical functions by either the Marking Centre Managers or Deputy Centre Managers;

• Script control managers were trained by officials from the DHET; 
• Markers were trained by chief markers prior to the start of marking. At one of the four 

centres there was evidence of pre-marking of scripts where markers had to mark a few 
scripts using their own guidelines, after which the marked scripts were scrutinised by the 
chief marker and then they were issued with the official guidelines to use;

• Whilst at another marking venue, it was reported that markers had to arrive with worked 
out marking guidelines as a pre requisite to the marking process;

• At all centres, markers were given dummy scripts to mark during the marking guideline 
discussions before the actual marking process started. On-the-spot training was also 
provided when certain challenges were identified; and

• Each centre appointed students from higher institutions of learning as examination 
assistants as well as clerks and administration officials. To ensure that a professional service 
was rendered in the handling of answer scripts, the EAs were also subjected to training on 
arrival at the centre by the Marking Centre Managers at all centres.

6.3.5  Marking Procedures

It is worth reporting that the following pockets of evidence were noted across the centres that 
Umalusi monitored during the marking process:
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• Each marking room had an attendance register where the markers signed upon arrival 
before they commenced with the marking process, and again in the evening on departure. 
The registers were controlled by chief markers of the respective subjects;

• Signing of declaration form by marking personnel was done, also noted was the 
responsibility of the chief markers to see to it that markers did not mark the scripts of their 
own candidates/centres; 

• In the majority of subjects, the only marker on the marking panel was the chief marker due 
to the number of scripts per subject;

• Marking was done question by question and at no point deviation from the marking 
guidelines was allowed once the marking guidelines had been approved at the marking 
guideline discussion. At one centre, however, it was reported that they were allowed to 
deviate after consulting with the DHET;

• Where candidates answered more than the required number of questions in optional questions 
or answered the same question twice, only the first question was considered for marking;

• The checking of the correctness of the mark allocation was done by the markers, and verified 
by the examination assistants (EAs). Differences of mark allocation detected by the internal 
moderator were discussed with the marker concerned, and where necessary, the script, or the 
whole batch was remarked and in some cases, the marker was retrained. Where applicable, 
the chief markers and internal moderators held regular meetings with the markers to ensure 
uniform and quality marking; and  

• The flow of scripts from the holding rooms to the marking venue, and from the marking 
venue to the control rooms was handled very well. Proper records were kept to account 
for scripts at all points. All scripts were checked to ensure that all questions were marked, 
and that mark allocation and transfer to the mark sheets was correct. There is no evidence 
of any script or mark sheet being lost.

Generally, the marking procedures were well adhered to across the marking venues that were 
visited and monitored by Umalusi.

6.3.6  Monitoring of Marking 

Monitoring by the assessment body has been regarded as one of the critical areas within the 
management and administration of examinations.

During the monitoring undertaken by Umalusi, it was found that the marking processes in the 
centres that were visited, the following measures were put in place:

• The chief markers and internal moderator were responsible to monitor through moderation 
of marked scripts; and

• The chief marker completed an evaluation form on performance of markers, and such 
reports were used to determine markers’ eligibility for future marking sessions, as well as to 
inform decision makers of the selection of future markers. 
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It was clear from the monitoring reports that most batches across the centres were moderated 
and that whole scripts, not just certain questions, were moderated. In most cases, the 10% sample 
recommended for moderation was exceeded and the sample included poor, average and good 
performing candidates.

6.3.7  Handling of Irregularities

At most centres, the irregularity was dealt with through the manager who was tasked with the 
responsibility. 

It was found that chief markers conducted training sessions at the beginning of marking on the 
procedure of dealing and handling of examination irregularities. In some instances, markers were 
also provided with a previously identified list of irregularities as part of the training. 

Notably, the process that was followed once a marker suspected an irregularity, it would be reported 
to the chief marker and internal moderator, after which it is addressed by the Irregularity Committee 
of the Marking Centre. The composition of such committee was highlighted and comprised of the 
MCM, Deputy MCM, chief marker and internal moderator. A report is then drawn up and sent to DHET. 

At one marking centre, two problems were reported where candidates at one writing venue 
were issued with copied graph paper for the Mathematics N2 paper, whilst at another venue, 
candidates did not receive any graph paper. At another centre, candidates were recorded as 
absent, only to find that their scripts were present at the marking centre. 

The protocol was also found to be common practice across centres where an irregularity register 
was kept and completed.

6.3.8  Quality Assurance Procedures

All marking centres had systems in place to ensure the quality and accuracy of marking. Once 
marking of a script was completed, the respective codes of each marker were appended to the 
script. It was the duty of the examination assistant to check each script, including the correctness 
of marks transferred to the mark sheets. 

Officials from marking centres confirmed that any lost mark sheet would be physically verified and 
a manually generated mark sheet (MGM) would be completed. Capturing of marks took place 
at a designated area of the marking centre.

6.3.9  Reports

Generally, the qualitative reports on marking processes across marking centres was the responsibility 
of the chief marker. The protocol for submission of such reports was noted:
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• The chief marker submitted to the Centre Manager on completion of marking for each of 
the papers;

• It was also noted that the markers did not write reports, but only provided inputs towards 
the final reports to the chief markers;

• The internal moderator compiled a detailed report on the subject, identifying all strengths 
and weaknesses using information received from all markers that would help in the 
compilation of the report; and

• Centre Managers made use of a check list of all reports that were to be completed and 
made use of the guidelines issued by the DHET on the minimum standards to be maintained 
in the compilation of all the reports.

6.4  Areas of Good Practice

The following pockets of good practice were noted:
• Safety and security of examination material including answer scripts in the monitored 

centres was of a reasonably high standard; 
• All the marking centres monitored were well-resourced in terms of human and physical 

facilities that was necessary to enhance the marking. These include facilities for 
communication, marking, storing, parking, and clean ablutions; 

• Thorough training of all marking personnel prior to the start of the marking process was 
conducted across different levels; 

• Marking plans were closely adhered to and monitored by centre managers;
• The marking centres had good control systems in place to control the flow of scripts from 

one point to the other, with sufficient record-keeping; and
• The system of marking question by question improves efficiency of marking. 

6.5  Areas of Concern

A number of areas of concern were noted:  
• Although security was tight and visible throughout, it was noted that it was not always 

consistent, since vehicles were not inspected, and visitors were not asked to sign in at a few 
centres; at one centre no security guard deployed for night watch; and

• Monitoring by the assessment body was evident in only two of the four centres that were 
monitored by Umalusi. 
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6.6  Directives for Compliance/Improvement

The following directives for compliance and improvement were indicated below: 
• All vehicles, including visitor’s vehicles, should be checked by security; and
• Chief markers’ evaluation reports must be considered when appointing markers to ensure 

that incompetent markers that were identified are not appointed again before undergoing 
intensive training.
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7  MARKING GUIDELINE DISCUSSIONS AND  
VERIFICATION OF MARKING

7.1  Introduction and Purpose

The moderation of marking is of vital importance as it is largely through this process that the 
standard and quality of marking is verified. The purpose of this process is to assure consistency 
and accuracy of marking, which is in accordance with the marking guidelines, as well as to 
establish that both the marking and the internal moderation processes are conducted according 
to agreed and established practices and standards. 

The majority of N3 scripts (19 of 26 subjects) were marked centrally at Pretoria West Campus 
of Tshwane South TVET College. Four N3 subjects with high enrolments were marked at certain 
provincial marking centres namely Mathematics, Engineering Science, Industrial Electronics and 
Electrotechnology. Some subjects e.g. Motor Trade Theory N2 and N3 were marked at a specific 
marking centre that proved to have the necessary expertise.  The majority of N2 subjects were 
marked provincially at the marking centres across the nine provinces. Subjects with low enrolments 
were however redirected to a limited number of provinces or only one marking centre for marking.

A staggered marking approach was followed.  Meetings to finalise the N2 marking guidelines 
were held on three consecutive Saturdays.  The Drawing subjects were written at the beginning of 
the examination cycle and marking commenced after the subjects were written. 

Umalusi staff monitored the state of readiness of the marking centres and the progress of marking. 
Umalusi’s external moderators attended the marking guideline discussions and verified the marking 
of sample of N2 and N3 subjects.

The purpose of this section is to report on:
• The preparedness of the marking centres for marking; 
• The standard of the marking guidelines and marking guideline discussions; 
• The reliability of the systems, processes and procedures as planned and implemented at 

the marking centres;
• The consistency of the marking and internal moderation; 
• The performance of the candidates in specific examination papers; 
• The identification of good practices as well as areas of concern; and 
• To make recommendations based on the findings.

7.2  Scope and Approach

The N2 marking guidelines were finalised by panels consisting of the chief markers of three provinces 
namely North West, Mpumalanga and Gauteng, as well as the internal moderator of Gauteng.  
As indicated in the tables below, Umalusi deployed four moderators at Centurion Campus for the 
marking guideline discussions of four N2 subjects and four moderators were deployed to Pretoria 
West Campus to attend the marking guideline discussions of four N3 subjects as indicated in the 
tables below. 
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Table 7A: N2 Marking guideline discussion attended

No Subject Date Marking centre 
1 Building Drawing 30/07/2016 Centurion

2 Engineering Science 06/08/2016
3 Mathematics 13/08/2016
4 Plating and Steel Structural Drawing 30/07/2016

Table 7B: N3 Marking guideline discussions attended 

No Subject Date Marking centre 
1 Building Science 18/08/2016 Pretoria West 

2 Engineering Drawing 30/07/2016
3 Mathematics 06/08/2016
4 Motor Trade Theory  20/08/2016 Iqhayiya 

As indicated in the tables below, Umalusi deployed moderators to verify the marking of a sample 
of six N2 subjects at marking centres in five provinces and to verify the marking of six N3 subjects 
at Pretoria West.

Table 7C: N2 Verification of marking 

No Subject Date Marking centre 
1 Building Science 22/08/2016 Midlands 

2 Fitting and Machining Theory 24/08/2016
3 Diesel Trade Theory 23/08/2016 Mpondozankomo
4 Mathematics 22/08/2016 Seshego 
5 Motor Trade  Theory 22/08/2016 Iqhayiya 
6 Platers' Theory 22/08/2016 Pretoria West 

Table 7D: N3 Verification of marking 

No Subject Date Marking centre 
1 Building Drawing 06/08/2016 Pretoria West

2 Diesel Trade Theory 22/08/2016
3 Engineering Science 14/08/2016
4 Logic Systems 23/08/2016
5 Mathematics 10/08/2016
6 Mechanotechnology 22/08/2016
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Two Umalusi staff members visited the Centurion and Pretoria West Marking centres on 13 August 
2016 to evaluate the process of marking of the Drawing papers and the readiness of the marking 
centres for the marking process of the remaining subjects that would commence on 18 August 2016.

The moderators attended the marking guideline discussions to report on the standard of these 
meetings and the preparedness of the marking staff, to confirm the accuracy of the marking 
guidelines and to observe and report on the sample marking. 

The aim of the verification of marking exercise was to determine whether the marking was 
consistent. Scripts that were included in the sample covered the whole range of performance by 
candidates and came from as many provinces and marking centres as possible. The table below 
provides information on the subjects, number of provinces and marking centre and number of 
sites included in Umalusi’s verification of marking.

Table 7E: Verification of marking N2 and N3 
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Building Drawing N3 4 1 - - - - 6 4 1 - -

Building Science N2 1 - - - - 17 - - - - -
Diesel Trade Theory N2 1 - - - - - 1 - - - -
Diesel Trade Theory N3 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Fitting and Machining 
Theory N2

1 - - - - 20 - - - - -

Logic Systems N3 8 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 5 - -
Mathematics N2 7 - 1 - - 2 1 1 7 3 1
Mathematics N3 6 - 1 - - 2 1 1 7 3 -
Mechanotechnology N3 10 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Motor Trade Theory N2 1 - - - 9 - - - - - -
Motor Trade Theory N3 6 - - - 3 3 1 1 2 1 -
Platers' Theory N2 2 - - - - - - 4 9 - -

10* other e.g. foreign countries
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7.3  Findings 

7.3.1  Observations by Umalusi Staff at Marking Centres (Pretoria West and Centurion) 

The marking centres were well prepared and the necessary systems and processes in place.

a. Security and Safety 
Security at Centurion Campus was very tight, all marking officials parked their cars outside the gate 
of the campus and a thorough search was conducted at the gate by security personnel before 
marking personnel entered and left the premises.   Security at Pretoria West met the requirements.

b. Recruitment and Appointment of Marking Staff
Markers were appointed in April for all three examinations of 2016. Their appointments for the 
August 2016 examination, as well as the dates for the commencement of marking were confirmed 
via text messages. 

c. Management of Marking Staff 
The marking centre manager/deputy marking centre managers held daily meetings with chief 
markers and internal moderators to discuss pertinent issues and to evaluate the process and 
progress of the marking. 

d. Marking Process 
The principle of per question marking was not always applied, especially in subjects with low 
enrolments or not having enough markers.  Moderation started with the onset of the marking 
process, there was however little or no evidence of moderation at the beginning of the marking 
process in some subjects.

e. Marking of Drawing Papers 
During the monitoring of marking for Drawing papers at Centurion, the markers voiced certain 
concerns with regard to the rubric used for the marking of Building Drawing N2. 

The Plating and Structural Steel Drawing N2 marking guideline received from the DHET could not 
be used for marking as the drawings were not to scale. Furthermore, the allocation of marks within 
the drawings was to a large extent missing. The internal moderator prepared the drawings, printed 
it on transparencies and copies of these were sent to the other provincial marking centres.

7.3.2  Marking Guideline Discussions 

Marking guidelines were attended by the chief marker, internal moderator and markers as well as 
(where applicable) Umalusi’s external moderator. Members of the marking panels were given the 
opportunity to participate in discussions and to make contributions to the marking guidelines in an 
effort to ensure good quality marking guidelines and encourage more efficient marking. 
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The table below presents the finding of the marking guideline discussions attended by Umalusi’s 
external moderators.

Table 7F: N2 and N3 findings at marking guideline discussions

Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects 
Appointment of and attendance 
by markers, chief markers 
and internal moderators at the 
marking guideline discussion 
meetings

The required chief markers 
and internal moderators were 
in attendance for 50% of the 
subjects. 

Building Science N2 and N3
Engineering Science N2 
Mathematics N3

Fifty percent of the panel 
members (chief markers or 
internal moderators) appointed 
to finalise the N2 marking 
guidelines failed to attend the 
meeting.

Building Drawing N2
Mathematics N2
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2 

The chief markers/internal 
moderators/markers attending 
the meeting were not all 
punctual.

Building Science N3
Building Drawing N2
Mathematics N3

Conduct of the marking guideline 
discussion 

The discussions were chaired by 
the chief marker in all but the 
subjects indicated, where the 
meeting was chaired by the:
• internal moderator Engineering Drawing N3
• external moderator Building Drawing N2 

Preparedness of the chief markers 
and the markers

Sixty-three percent of the markers 
of the subjects moderated by 
Umalusi came prepared to the 
meeting. However:

Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Thirty-seven percent of the 
subjects’ markers did not come 
prepared to the meeting.

Building Drawing N2 
Engineering Drawing N3
Mathematics N3

Adjustments to marking 
guidelines

A change/addition to the 
marking guideline was done 
during the marking guideline 
discussion in 88% of the subjects.

Building Drawing N2
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Only one marking guideline (12%) 
was adjusted after the sample 
marking was completed.

Engineering Science N2
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Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects 
Sample marking Sample marking was done after 

the marking guideline had been 
discussed. (88% of the sampled 
subjects)

Building Drawing N2 
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Plating Steel and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Each chief marker/marker 
marked a copy of the same 
script (dummy script) to establish 
consistency of marking. (88% of 
the sampled subjects)

Mathematics N2
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Markers did not mark the same 
script as, due to the nature of 
the subject real scripts are used. 
(12%)

Building Drawing N2

Chief markers/internal 
moderators received a sample 
of scripts from a range of centres 
to mark to determine if there is 
a need to add other possible 
answers.

Building Science N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2 and N3
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Adherence to marking guidelines 
during sample marking and 
performance of markers

Seventy five percent of markers 
adhered to the marking 
guideline.

Building Drawing N2 
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Science N2
Mathematics N2 and N3

Marking of chief markers and 
or markers were rated as good 
during the sample marking.(75%)

Building Drawing N2
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Drawing N3
Engineering Science N2
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

Twenty five percent (25%) of chief 
markers and or markers were 
rated average during the sample 
marking. 

Mathematics N2 and N3

Inconsistency in marking and 
calculation errors

Where inconsistent marking was 
picked up by the chief marker or 
internal moderator, the matter 
was addressed. 

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N3
Mathematics N2 and N3

Translated marking guidelines The mentioned subject was the 
only one where a translated 
marking guideline was available. 
It was of good quality.

Building Drawing N2
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Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects 
Standard of internal moderation 
during sample marking

The internal moderation of the 
sample marking was rated as 
good in 75% of the subjects.

Building Drawing N2
Building Science N3
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Engineering Drawing N3
Engineering Science N2
Plating and Structural Steel 
Drawing N2

The internal moderation of the 
sample marking was rated as 
average in 25% percent of the 
subjects.

Mathematics N2 and N3

The table below indicates the enrolments and attendance of the panel members of the N2 
marking guideline discussions held at Centurion Campus.

Table 7G: Attendance of N2 marking guideline discussions
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30 July 2016
Building Drawing 959 189 217
Engineering Drawing 3387 722 1337
Fitting and Machining Theory 2048 358 654
Logic Systems 118 0 17

Plating and Structural Steel Drawing 1177 204 276

6 August 2016
Bricklaying and Plastering Theory 590 127 57
Building Science 1015 195 204
Carpentry and Roofing Theory 79 206 208
Diesel Trade Theory 1529 234 648
Electrical Trade Theory 5423 1242 1895
Engineering Science 9285 1857 3274
Industrial Electronics 4877 1071 1770
Instrument Trade Theory 242 103 142
Industrial Orientation 39 3 4
Motor Trade Theory 444 107 59
Plant Operation Theory 125 1 59
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Platers' Theory 940 203 233
Plumbing Theory 286 32 111
Radio and Television Theory* 26 0 0
Rigging Theory 81 35 10
Toolmakers Theory 10 0 0
Water and Waste-water Treatment 
Practice 

103 0 76

Welders Theory 129 5 38

13 August 2016
Mathematics 10158 2092 3430

*Radio and Television Theory – due to an administration error not invited.

As is evident from the table above, only two of the 23 subjects’ marking guideline discussions 
were attended by full panels.  Only one person attended the marking guideline discussions of 
seven of the 23 subjects.  Some of the subjects (seven) had very low or no enrolments in the 
provinces from which the panels were drawn.  To curb the challenges due to the incomplete 
panels, sample marking was done by the markers and another marking guideline discussion held 
to finalise marking guidelines.

Minutes of the marking guideline discussions were submitted for all subjects.  Sample marking was 
done for all the subjects. No changes were effected to the marking guidelines of 12 subjects, 
alternative possible answers were added for four subjects and some/substantial changes were 
made to four of the subjects (Diesel Trade Theory N2, Engineering Science N2, Plating and Structural 
Steel Drawing N2 and Logic Systems N2).  Umalusi did not receive any requests for concessions but 
it was observed that the total marks of three subjects (Plant Operation Theory N2, Platers' Theory 
N2 and Toolmaker’s Theory N2) were reduced. 

7.3.3  Verification of Marking 

Table 7H below reflects the findings of Umalusi’s moderators regarding the marking and the 
procedures followed at the marking centres where marking was verified. 
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Table 7H: N2 and N3 findings on verification of marking

Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects
Changes/additions to 
marking guidelines

Possible alternative answers were 
added at the national/provincial 
marking guidelines meetings in 58% of 
the subjects. 

Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3

Additional changes were effected to 
25% of the marking guideline at the 
marking guideline discussion before 
marking commenced. 

Motor Trade Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2
Building Drawing N3

Changes were made to (17%) of  the 
marking guidelines during the marking 
process in the subjects listed. 

Logic Systems N3
Motor Trade Theory N2

Availability of scripts 
for marking and 
moderation

All scripts to be marked at the centre 
had been received by the time of 
external moderation for 92% of the 
subjects.

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2

Some scripts (for 8% of the subjects 
moderated) were still outstanding by 
the time of external moderation.

Engineering Science N3

Training in marking Intensive training for marking was 
conducted for the listed subjects.

Building Science N2 
Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 
Platers' Theory N2

Marking procedure Whole scripts marking was used in 33% 
of the subjects, reasons being:

• Low enrolments 
• A shortage of markers

Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Logic Systems N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 
Platers' Theory N2

Question wise marking was followed in 
67% of the subjects.

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Engineering Science N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
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Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects
Adherence to the 
marking guidelines

Good adherence to marking 
guidelines was evident in 75% of the 
sampled subjects.

Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2

Poor adherence to marking guidelines 
was evident in 25% of the subjects.

Mathematics N2 and N3
Building Drawing N3

Standard of marking Marking of 58% percent of the sampled 
subjects was rated as good.

Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 
Platers' Theory N2

Marking of 17% of the subjects was 
rated as average. 

Building Science N2
Fitting and Machining Theory N2

Twenty-five percent of the subjects’ 
marking was rated as poor. 

Mathematics N2 and N3 
Building Drawing N3

The staggered marking (over 
weekends only) ensured the timeous 
completion of the marking process.  
However, it had a negative impact on 
marking consistency as markers had to 
re-orientate themselves again.

Mathematics N3   
Engineering Science N3

Administration In all the subjects the prescribed 
procedure for allocation of marks was 
followed. Marks were clearly indicated 
per question and mostly transferred 
accurately to the cover page. Marks 
were also accurately transferred to 
the mark sheet where this could be 
verified.

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2  
Platers' Theory N2

Control The name of the marker and internal 
moderator was clearly indicated on all 
scripts for the subjects listed. 

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3 
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N2 and N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 
Platers' Theory N2
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Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects
Internal moderation In the majority of cases (83%) internal 

moderation was reported to be 
effective and of a high standard. 

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Platers' Theory N2

Moderation had not been done by the 
time the external moderator arrived. 
(8%)

Motor Trade Theory N2

Response to 
examination paper

The listed subjects  were  rated as 
fair and acceptable but candidates' 
performance was average as they 
were not well prepared/lacked basic 
knowledge.

Building Drawing N3
Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3 
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2

Handling of 
irregularities 

The following irregularities were 
reported in the external moderator 
reports. 

• Copying Diesel Trade Theory N3
• Crib notes Mechanotechnology N3
• Attendance registers not inserted Fitting and Machining Theory N2
• Answer sheets not stamped Fitting and Machining Theory N2
• Candidate submitted a blank 

answer script with only his ID 
number on it

• A N6 script for a candidate 
enrolled for N2, was submitted 
with the N2 batch.

Mathematics N2

• Torn out pages Diesel Trade Theory N3
• Candidate marked absent on the 

mark sheet but script available
Diesel Trade Theory N2

Performance of 
candidates 

The performance of candidates was 
average. Candidates find it difficult 
to express themselves and therefor 
struggle to answer higher order 
questions.

Building Science N2
Diesel Trade Theory N3
Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Mathematics N3
Mechanotechnology N3
Motor Trade Theory N2 
Platers' Theory N2
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Aspects Findings and challenges Subjects
Performance of 
candidates

Marking was at an early stage thus the 
performance of the candidates could 
not be rated.

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2

Reports Markers kept notes for the purpose of 
the writing of consolidated qualitative 
chief marker and internal moderator 
reports. 

Building Drawing N3
Diesel Trade Theory N2 and N3 
Engineering Science N3
Logic Systems N3
Motor Trade Theory N2

Information on the performance of 
the candidates were omitted from the 
chief marker and internal moderators 
reports.

Fitting and Machining Theory N2
Platers' Theory N2
Building Science N2

Reports were not yet completed at the 
time of moderation. 

Mechanotechnology N3

General Good discipline observed. Using 
the same cohort of markers for all 
three examinations contribute to the 
smooth implementation of the marking 
process.

7.4  Areas of Good Practice 

7.4.1  Marking Guideline Discussions

• Centurion marking centre was well organised with good systems and procedures in place 
for marking guideline discussions; 

• Sample marking was done for almost all of the subjects and for most of the subjects the 
standard of sample marking was rated as good; and

• The internal moderation of the sample marking was rated as good for most of the subjects.

7.4.2  Verification of Marking  

• Markers at the centres monitored were disciplined and adhered to the rules of the marking 
centre throughout the process of marking; 

• The appointment of markers for all three examinations of the year contribute to a more 
effective marking process;

• Thorough training was conducted to prepare markers for the marking process;
• Seventy-five percent of markers adhered to the marking guideline; and
• There was a high level of consistency in the marking.
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7.5  Areas of Concern 

7.5.1  Marking Guideline Discussions

• Some of the appointed markers for Building Drawing N2, Diesel Trade Theory N3, 
Mathematics N2 and Plating and Structural Steel Drawing N2 did not attend the marking 
guideline discussions;

• The capacity of some of the markers to mark the subject appointed for was questionable.
• Internal moderators and chief markers from designated provinces did not attend the 

marking guideline discussions and thus forfeited the purpose of a centralised marking 
guideline discussion to finalise the marking guidelines;

• Some of the marking staff for Building Drawing N2, Engineering Drawing N3 and Mathematics 
N3 did not come prepared (with their own worked out marking guideline) to the marking 
guideline discussions;

• Markers, chief markers and or internal moderators for Building Science N3, Building Drawing 
N2 and Mathematics N3 arrived late for marking guideline discussions; and 

• Change of date for standardisation of marking guideline discussions for N3 which had a 
negative impact on the attendance of markers.

7.5.2  Verification of Marking 

• Markers not participating in sample marking e.g. Mathematics N3;
• The staggered marking of Mathematics N3 and Engineering Science N3 over weekends 

impacted negatively on marking consistency; 
• Lack of effective implementation of marker evaluation process - Markers performing  

poorly in April re-appointed for August examination; and 
• Some markers did not keep notes during the marking process.

7.6  Directives for Compliance/Improvement 

7.6.1  Marking Guideline Discussions

• The poor attendance of the panels for Building Drawing N2, Mathematics N2 and Plating 
and Structural Steel Drawing N2 in the finalisation of the N2 marking guideline discussions 
need to be addressed. The process for the finalisation of the N2 marking guidelines has 
been reviewed but further improvement is required;

• Markers should arrive on time for the marking guideline discussions;
• Subject experts and experienced markers should be appointed for all subjects; and 
• Unprepared markers must not be allowed at the marking guideline discussions.
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7.6.2  Verification of Marking 

• The process for evaluation of performance of markers must be effective to ensure that 
markers that underperform are not re-appointed for the next marking session;

• Communication of commencement dates of marking must be communicated timeously 
to markers; 

• Markers should keep notes throughout the process of marking to contribute to the 
qualitative chief marker report; and 

• The printing of a table for the capturing of marks on the answer sheets of the drawing 
papers could contribute to speed up the accurate capturing of marks.  
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8  STANDARDISATION AND VERIFICATION OF RESULTS

8.1  Introduction and Purpose

Standardisation is a statistical moderation process used to mitigate the effects on performance 
of factors other than learners’ ability and knowledge.  The standardisation of examination results 
is necessary to reduce the variability of marks from one examination to the next examination.  
The sources of variability may include the standard of question papers, as well as the quality of 
marking.  Standardisation thus ensures that a relatively constant product is delivered to the market. 

Section 17A (4) of the GENFETQA Act of 2001 and amended in 2008 states:
The Council may adjust raw marks during the standardisation process. 

Standardisation involves various procedures to ensure that the standardisation process is carried 
out accurately. This includes the verification of subject structures, capturing of marks and the 
computer system of the assessment body. It also involves the development and verification of 
norms, the production of and verification of standardisation data booklets in preparation for the 
standardisation meeting.  The process is concluded with the approval of mark adjustments (where 
required) per subject. 

During the statistical moderation process, qualitative reports from external moderators, internal 
moderators, monitoring of marking reports as well as the principles of standardisation are taken 
into consideration to carry out the statistical moderation process.  

8.2  Scope and Approach

8.2.1  Development of Historical Averages 

The subject structures submitted by the DHET were verified and approved. The historical norm 
was calculated from the previous five exam sittings. Outliers were identified and the principle of 
exclusion was applied on the subjects with outliers.

8.2.2  Verification of Data Sets and Standardisation Booklets

The data sets were verified before the printing of the final standardisation booklets. The number 
of candidates processed, the calculation of the norms, raw mark and the graphs were verified 
and approved after a few rectifications. The adjusted raw mark of the previous exam sittings was 
approved after several rectifications. 

8.2.3  Pre-Standardisation and Standardisation

The qualitative input reports, historical averages, pairs analysis, previous adjustments and learners’ 
performance as well as the standardisation principles were used to determine the adjustments 
required (where necessary) per subject.  
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8.2.4  Post Standardisation 

The assessment body was required to submit the adjusted data sets as per the agreed 
standardisation decisions. The adjustments were approved after a few moderations while statistical 
moderation approved at first submission.

8.3  Findings and Decisions

8.3.1  Development of Historical Averages 

The historical norm for the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies was submitted, verified and 
approved in time. 

8.3.2  Verification of Data Sets and Standardisation Booklets

The DHET systems were verified up to the statistical moderation before the August 2016 examinations. 
Data sets were verified and approved at first moderations. The verification of system was not 
carried out until the end due to time constraints. Verification of statistical moderation and final 
resulting datasets was completed after several moderations after the approval meeting.

8.3.3  Standardisation

The DHET presented a total of 54 instructional offerings for the standardisation, statistical moderation 
and resulting of the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies N2 and N3 programme. A total of 
50 subjects were standardised. Four subjects were not standardised three due to alleged paper 
leakages and one due to extraordinarily high performance.

The decisions for the August 2016 examination of NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies N2 
– N3 were informed by the previous performance in relation with the current performance, the 
qualitative input reports and the historical norm and the pairs analysis.

Table 8A:  Standardisation decisions NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies

Description Total
Number of instructional offerings presented 54
Raw marks accepted 21
Adjusted mainly upwards 23
Adjusted mainly downwards 6
Not standardised 4
Number of instructional offerings standardised: 50
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8.4  Areas of Good Practice

• Norms were approved at the first phase of moderation; and
• DHET’s ability to submit standardisation booklets within specified timeframes is highly 

commendable. 

8.5  Areas of Concern

• The number of candidates absent for examinations was very high;
• DHET must ensure that submission of datasets is as per the set timelines; and
• The alleged paper leakages are worrisome.

8.6  Directives for Compliance

• The DHET must ensure that the lines for preceding years is in line with policy on the graphs 
in the standardisation booklets; and

• DHET must ensure systems are put in place to avoid examination paper leakages.
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9  CONCLUSION

The conduct of the August 2016 NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies examinations was 
managed fairly well by the DHET nationally. However, there are areas for improvement, as noted 
in this report. 

Most of the question papers were rated as fair and of an acceptable standard by the markers. The 
poor performance of candidates could largely be attributed to a low standard of tuition, lecturers’ 
inability to prepare students for the examination and students’ lack of basic knowledge, skills and 
language barriers. Lecturers should receive the necessary support to address these problems, 
and suitably qualified staff should be appointed.  The slow progress with the re-curriculation is of 
serious concern. The necessity and value of certain subjects need to be carefully considered. 
Furthermore, the necessary practical learning that the NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies 
are unable to offer since they became divorced from apprenticeship training and the usefulness 
of some of the subjects remain a serious concern.  

The DHET and marking centres were in general well prepared for the marking process. The marking 
of NATED Report 190/191: Engineering Studies N2 and N3 scripts was conducted in a fair and 
consistent manner. There was an improvement in the consistency of marking in most subjects.  

Where irregularities were detected, they were reported in accordance with the process in 
place. There should be an investigation on the alleged leakage of three question papers and 
the exceptional high performance of one subject. Apart from the alleged leaked papers, there 
were no other reports of serious irregularities that might have compromised the credibility of the 
examinations. 

All N2 and N3 subjects, except the four subjects that need to be investigated were standardised 
and the results approved for release.
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